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• The tickets are fictitious, but inspired by real customer cases

• Focus is performance tuning approach, not solving specific tickets

• Screenshots of execution plans, etc. are not related to the examples in the tickets



Ticket INC1234:
Batch job WF_XYZ still running



Scott:
Hi Team,
Our daily batch job WF_XYZ is still running for more than 6 hours. Usually, it completes
in less than 4 hours. Could you please have a look for the reason of the bad performance?
Regards, Scott McSlow

2nd Level Support:
Please help us to improve our service and provide us more information regarding your issue:

1) How long it is since you've started experiencing the performance degradation;
2) Does performance degradation affect the entire application or only one sql statement?
3) Please provide timestamp when query worked faster/slower and if it's the case, a database 
where it works fine;
4) Please make sure to provide database name, username and a sql id or sql statement as well as a 
timestamp of when it ran;
5) Have you recently changed something on the application side or at the data level?
6) Have you gathered statistics recently? - If not, please run gather stats on schema and let us 
know how the query performs afterwards.

If you have any other relevant information besides the ones requested above please share it with us.



Initial Questions

• These questions are based on the experience of L2 Support team
• Which details are always required
• What will be required anyhow

• Additional questions which also could be asked
• Further details to identify "the Problem" (like ACTION, PROGRAM, client-host or 

"business Process")
• Change in objects involved (like a new view definition …)

• Always keep the customer busy



Our daily batch job WF_XYZ is sill runing for more than 6 hours. Usually, it completes
in less than 4 hours. Could you please have a look for the reason of the bad performance?
Regards, Scott McSlow

2nd Level Support:
Please help us to improve our service and provide us more information regarding your issue:

1) How long it is since you've started experiencing the performance degradation;
2) Does performance degradation affect the entire application or only one sql statement?
3) Please provide timestamp when query worked faster/slower and if it's the case, a database 
where it works fine;
4) Please make sure to provide database name, username and a sql id or sql statement as well as a 
timestamp of when it ran;
5) Have you recently changed something on the application side or at the data level?
6) Have you gathered statistics recently? - If not, please run gather stats on schema and let us 
know how the query performs afterwards.

If you have any other relevant information besides the ones requested above please share it with us.

2nd Level Support: (Work Notes)
AWR report created. See attachment…



AWR ?

• AWR are averages between snapshots and contain instance wide information.

• It's impossible to identify if top AWR signals are related to "the problem"



AWR ??

• Still there are areas for a quick check:



AWR ???

• Better overview than AWR: edb360 - GitHub - sqldb360/sqldb360

https://github.com/sqldb360/sqldb360


Tanel Poder's Troubleshooting Scripts (TPT)

Tanel Poder's Troubleshooting & Performance Tools for Oracle Databases
https://github.com/tanelpoder/tpt-oracle

My “favourites”:

ashtop.sql Display top ASH time group by specific dimensions 
(gv$active_session_history)

dashtop.sql Display top ASH time group by specific dimensions 
(dba_hist_active_sess_history)

https://github.com/tanelpoder/tpt-oracle


Example: ashtop.sql
-- Copyright 2018 Tanel Poder. All rights reserved. More info at http://tanelpoder.com
-- Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0. See LICENSE.txt for terms & conditions.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--
-- File name:   ashtop.sql v1.2
-- Purpose:     Display top ASH time (count of ASH samples) grouped by your
-- specified dimensions
--
-- Author:      Tanel Poder
-- Copyright:   (c) http://blog.tanelpoder.com
--
-- Usage:       
-- @ashtop <grouping_cols> <filters> <fromtime> <totime>
--
-- Example:
-- @ashtop username,sql_id session_type='FOREGROUND' sysdate-1/24 sysdate
--
-- Other:
-- This script uses only the in-memory V$ACTIVE_SESSION_HISTORY, use
-- @dashtop.sql for accessiong the DBA_HIST_ACTIVE_SESS_HISTORY archive
--
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
COL "%This" FOR A7
--COL p1     FOR 99999999999999
--COL p2     FOR 99999999999999
--COL p3     FOR 99999999999999
COL p1text              FOR A30 word_wrap
COL p2text              FOR A30 word_wrap
COL p3text              FOR A30 word_wrap
COL p1hex               FOR A17
COL p2hex               FOR A17
COL p3hex               FOR A17
COL AAS                 FOR 9999.9
COL totalseconds HEAD "Total|Seconds" FOR 99999999
COL dist_sqlexec_seen HEAD "Distinct|Execs Seen" FOR 999999
COL event               FOR A42 WORD_WRAP
COL event2              FOR A42 WORD_WRAP
COL time_model_name     FOR A50 WORD_WRAP



TPT Scripts in SQL Developer

See Philipp Salvisberg's blog post "Integrate SQL*Plus Scripts in SQL Developer"
https://www.salvis.com/blog/2019/10/24/integrate-sqlplus-scripts-in-sql-developer/

https://www.salvis.com/blog/2019/10/24/integrate-sqlplus-scripts-in-sql-developer/


Scott:

1) How long it is since you've started experiencing the performance degradation;
=> This is the first time it takes so long.
2) Does performance degradation affect the entire application or only one sql statement?
=> Only job WF_XYZ
3) Please provide timestamp when query worked faster/slower and if it's the case, a database where it 
works fine;
=> The current batch executed after more than 17 hours. Next batch is expected by Monday.
4) Please make sure to provide database name, username and a sql id or sql statement as well as a 
timestamp of when it ran;
=> Database: PROD123, Schema: APPL_XYZ, Batch Job: WF_XYZ
5) Have you recently changed something on the application side or at the data level?
=> No, we did not change anything
6) Have you gathered statistics recently? - If not, please run gather stats on schema and let us know how 
the query performs afterwards.
=> The statistics are gathered daily



Instrumentation
Instrumentation is the practice of measuring the progress of your application’s 
performance as it runs, and is usually pre-baked into the software at the time 

the code is being written.
• It's Free
• It's used everywhere

• v$session
• SQL_TRACE
• AWR & Statspack
• Enterprise Manager

• No Performance overhead
• Possible in PL/SQL, jdbc, OCI (C ), .NET, PHP, … even OCI (☁)

• BUT: … usually pre-baked into the software … ¯\_(ツ)_/¯



Instrumentation – be creative

https://berxblog.blogspot.com/2020/09/instrumentation-in-informatica.html

• BUT: … usually pre-baked into the software … ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

• … even Informatica can do it:

https://berxblog.blogspot.com/2020/09/instrumentation-in-informatica.html


=> Only job WF_XYZ
3) Please provide timestamp when query worked faster/slower and if it's the case, a database where it 
works fine;
=> The current batch executed after more than 17 hours. Next batch is expected by Monday.
4) Please make sure to provide database name, username and a sql id or sql statement as well as a 
timestamp of when it ran;
=> Database: PROD123, Schema: APPL_XYZ, Batch Job: WF_XYZ
5) Have you recently changed something on the application side or at the data level?
=> No, we did not change anything
6) Have you gathered statistics recently? - If not, please run gather stats on schema and let us know how 
the query performs afterwards.
=> The statistics are gathered daily

Dani:

Hi Scott,

We found that most of the time is spent in function APPL_XYZ.FN_DOIT. I will do some further 
investigations to find the root cause for the performance issue. Details follow soon...

Cheers, Dani.



Detail Analysis of Function APPL_XYZ.FN_DOIT



Dani: (Work Notes)
Detail analysis of the function code:
- Function FN_DOIT is called in an INSERT statement for each row of the input table
- Within the function, a SELECT on view V_SOURCE_DATA is executed
- View V_SOURCE_DATA contains three more PL/SQL function calls, which call other SQL statements
- …
=> Never use PL/SQL function calls with embedded SQL queries!

Martin:
Dear Scott, 
We had a detailed analysis of the activity of your problematic workflow during your experience. 
In your application, during the huge INSERT the function FN_DOIT is called once per row and in this 
function, the view V_SOURCE_DATA is executed – also once per row. The same pattern repeats in the 
view again. 
No change in the database can improve this situation. Please consider changing your application to 
avoid PL/SQL and SQL nests for each row. 



Ticket INC1234:
Batch job WF_XYZ still running
Ticket INC1234:
Batch job WF_XYZ still running

Ticket INC4711:
MView refresh took long time



Maggy:
Hi Performance Team,
Our daily Materialized Refresh of MV_CURIOUS is slow, please suggest ways to improve it. 
Kind regards, Maggy Long-Running

2nd Level Support:
Please help us to improve our service and provide us more information regarding your issue:

1) …
2) …
3) …

2nd Level Support: (Work Notes)
AWR report created. See attachment…

I suggested the SQL statement in question is SQL_ID = 'dycmpuj6apqjs'



Identify sql_id for Critical SQL statement

• Ticket description, e.g. attached SQL files

• Shared Pool (v$sql, gv$sql)

• Automatic Workload Repository (AWR) => dba_hist_sqltext

• Active Session History (ASH) => ashtop.sql, dashtop.sql

SELECT sql_id, sql_text
FROM gv$sql
WHERE UPPER(sql_text) LIKE '%MV_CURIOUS%';

SELECT sql_id, sql_text
FROM dba_hist_sqltext
WHERE UPPER(sql_text) LIKE '%MV_CURIOUS%';

2nd Level Support: (Work Notes)
I suggested the SQL statement in question is SQL_ID = 'dycmpuj6apqjs'



SQL History



Execution Plans with dbms_xplan

SELECT * FROM TABLE(dbms_xplan.display_cursor
(sql_id => 'dycmpuj6apqjs'
,format => 'iostats last +adaptive'));

SELECT * FROM TABLE(dbms_xplan.display_awr
(sql_id => 'dycmpuj6apqjs'
,format => '+adaptive'));



Execution Plans in SQL Developer

• Use Autotrace instead of Explain Plan

• Configure additional columns
(e.g. LAST_OUTPUT_ROWS)



Real-Time SQL Monitoring

• If possible, run SQL statement with /*+ monitor */ hint:

• Create SQL Monitor outputfile (html):

SELECT dbms_sql_monitor.report_sql_monitor(type => 'active') 
FROM dual;

SELECT /*+ monitor */ …



Real-Time SQL Monitoring

• Open output file in browser:



No SQL Real Time Monitoring – go with SQL

• Still there are areas for a quick check:

select sql_full_plan_hash_value, sql_plan_hash_value,
sql_plan_line_id, count(*) cnt

from gv$active_session_history ash
where ash.sql_id='gdtppzzfkmr1w'
--and sample_time between '2022-01-25 02:27:26' 
-- and '2022-01-31 02:27:26'
--and sample_time > sysdate-1
group by sql_full_plan_hash_value, 

sql_plan_hash_value, sql_plan_line_id
order by sql_full_plan_hash_value, 

sql_plan_hash_value, sql_plan_line_id ;



Typical Anomalies in SQL Statements

• DISTINCT

• UNION instead of UNION ALL

• Expressions / function calls in WHERE conditions (or even join conditions)

• PL/SQL function calls (in the worst case with nested SQL calls)

• Multi-column joins (caused by bad design of the data model)

• Cyclic joins (e.g. T1 -> T2 -> T3 -> T1)

Root cause for bad 
performance is often 

bad SQL style 



Dani:

Hi Maggy,

I have identified some suggestions to improve your MV refresh:

1. (change index strategy on one of the base tables to avoid index skip scan)

2. (simplify filter condition to avoid expressions in WHERE clause)

3. (replace UNION by UNION ALL)

4. …

Let me know whether your development team is able to implement these changes.

Cheers, Dani.
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2nd Level Support:
As you haven’t responded to our inquiry as to whether your issues have been solved within the last 3 
days we assume that the issue is no longere relevant and will set the ticket to resolved. You can reopen 
the ticket within the next 5 business days, before it will automatically be closed.
Best regards, Database Support Team

Dani:

Hi Maggy,

I have identified some suggestions to improve your MV refresh:

1. (change index strategy on one of the base tables to avoid index skip scan)

2. (simplify filter condition to avoid expressions in WHERE clause)

3. (replace UNION by UNION ALL)

4. …

Let me know whether your development team is able to implement these changes.

Cheers, Dani.



Ticket INC4711:
MView refresh took long time

Ticket INC8765:
Long-running SQL query

Ticket INC1234:
Batch job WF_XYZ still running

Ticket INC4711:
MView refresh took long time



Scott:
Hi Team,
Please see the SQL I have attached. 
It currently runs slow – about 2:15 (min:ss) but should continue much faster – as it did in the past. 
Please analyze & fix the situation.

2nd Level Support:
Please help us to improve our service and provide us more information regarding your issue:

1) …
2) …
3) Please provide timestamp when query worked faster/slower and if it's the case, a database 
where it works fine;
4) … 

Scott:
Hi Team,
The statement runs every 5 minutes; latest 14:30, 14:35, 14:40, 16:00



Scott:
Hi Team,
The statement runs every 5 minutes; latest 14:30, 14:35, 14:40, 16:00

Dani: (Work Notes)
It seems most of the time is spent for parsing
- EXPLAIN PLAN runs between 110 and 130 sec; execution ~ 10 sec
- generate SQL_TRACE file to prove parsing time.
=> Next step: create tkprof file



SQL Trace & tkprof – The old way…
SQL> ALTER SESSION SET tracefile_identifier = INC8765;

SQL> exec dbms_monitor.session_trace_enable();

SQL> SELECT …

SQL> exec dbms_monitor.session_trace_disable();

$ tkprof PROD123_..._INC8765.trc INC8765.out sys=no



Traces – without OS access

• In “modern” () environments, direct access to OS is restricted

• V$DIAG_TRACE_FILE list filenames

• V$DIAG_TRACE_FILE_CONTENTS gives access
• Not a single LOB, but chunks of text (PAYLOAD, LINE_NUMBER  )

• SQL Developer Report (User Defined) 

>4000 char 
same 

LINE_NUMBER



Traces – without OS access

• SQL Developer Report (User Defined) 

https://github.com/berx/oracle_scripts/blob/master/getTracefile.xml

https://github.com/berx/oracle_scripts/blob/master/getTracefile.xml


Scott:
Hi Team,
The statement runs every 5 minutes; latest 14:30, 14:35, 14:40, 16:00

Dani: (Work Notes)
It seems most of the time is spent for parsing
- EXPLAIN PLAN runs between 110 and 130 sec; execution ~ 10 sec
- generate SQL_TRACE file to prove parsing time.
=> Next step: create tkprof file

Martin: (Work Notes)
runs 10053 traces & 
check for TIMER: xxxx sec elapsed: ~.~~~ sec" 
Unfortunately, the sum of all TIMER lines did not match the 110 sec ??? 
¯\_(ツ)_/¯



SQLs not in EXEC – but where? 

• Still V$ACTIVE_SESSION_HISTORY
• IN_CONNECTION_MGMT
• IN_PARSE
• IN_HARD_PARSE
• IN_SQL_EXECUTION
• IN_PLSQL_EXECUTION
• IN_BIND
• IN_CURSOR_CLOSE
• IN_SEQUENCE_LOAD
• IN_INMEMORY_% 
• CAPTURE_OVERHEAD
• …

select sql_plan_line_id, count(*) cnt
, sum(decode(IN_HARD_PARSE,    'Y', 1, 0) ) HARD_PARSE
, sum(decode(IN_PARSE,         'Y', 1, 0) ) PARSE
, sum(decode(IN_SQL_EXECUTION, 'Y', 1, 0) ) SQL_EXEC

from gv$active_session_history ash
where ash.sql_id='gdtppzzfkmr1w'
group sql_plan_line_id;



Dani: (Work Notes)
It seems most of the time is spent for parsing
- EXPLAIN PLAN runs between 110 and 130 sec; execution ~ 10 sec
- generate SQL_TRACE file to prove parsing time.
=> Next step: create tkprof file

Martin: (Work Notes)
runs 10053 traces & 
check for TIMER: xxxx sec elapsed: ~.~~~ sec" 
Unfortunately, the sum of all TIMER lines did not match the 110 sec ??? 
¯\_(ツ)_/¯

Dani: (Work Notes)
Research on my Oracle Support: eventually bug 20636003?
Temporary workaround: opt_param('optimizer_features_enable', '11.2.0.4') ??



Martin: (Work Notes)
runs 10053 traces & 
check for TIMER: xxxx sec elapsed: ~.~~~ sec" 
Unfortunately, the sum of all TIMER lines did not match the 110 sec ??? 
¯\_(ツ)_/¯

Dani: (Work Notes)
Research on my Oracle Support: eventually bug 20636003?
Temporary workaround: opt_param('optimizer_features_enable', '11.2.0.4') ??

Martin: (Work Notes)
Try to find optimizer change with pathfinder...



Structured optimizer analyses - pathfinder

• Optimizer changes plans depending on settings in
• CBO Parameter
• Session Parameter
• _fix_control

• Simple brute force: pathfinder (part of sqldb360) 
• Real execution OR
• EXPLAIN PLAN
• >2000 tests 

https://github.com/sqldb360/sqldb360/blame/unstable/sql/pathfinder.sql

https://github.com/sqldb360/sqldb360/blame/unstable/sql/pathfinder.sql


Dani: (Work Notes)
Did some dig dive into the SQL. 
Played around randomly here & there… 
found a subquery with logically useless DISTINCT
=> Without this DISTINCT, the PARSE is quite fast! 



Martin:
Dear Scott, 
We identified the root cause of your performance problem: 
The current optimizer struggles finding a proper plan for the DISTINCT in  subquery ... 
As this DISTINCT is not required at all (you can logically eliminate it and get the identical results), please 
remove it from your statement. This will fix your queries performance.

Dani: (Work Notes)
Did some dig dive into the SQL. 
Played around randomly here & there… 
found a subquery with logically useless DISTINCT
=> Without this DISTINCT, the PARSE is quite fast! 

Scott:
After removing the DISTINCT, the query executes in 9 seconds. You can close the ticket. Thanks for your 
help!
Regards, Scott McSlow



Ticket INC1234:
Batch job WF_XYZ still running

Ticket INC4711:
MView refresh took long time

Ticket INC8765:
Long-running SQL query
Ticket INC8765:
Long-running SQL query
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